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Foundations is a speculative project situated in the near future. From this
vantage point our project looks back at the urbanization processes that
Amsterdam, and many other global cities, are currently undergoing.
Urbanization is conceived as the all-encompassing spatial integration
of traditional cities, peripheries and hinterlands into a complex totality.
However, as urbanization has come to describe everything, it has ceased
to have any critical meaning. We therefore argue that cities, at their best,
are distinct states of exception within an ubiquitous and increasingly
generic global urban realm. In our project, the Sixhaven in Amsterdam
serves as an allegory for a more fundamental and self-conscious exploration
of the tension between urbanization, the idea of the city, and the role of
architecture therein.
In our narrative, urbanization processes first consume architecture and
then the idea of the city, through a totalizing logic of aggressive real-estate
speculation. This is objectified in the plans for the Sixhaven which include
the gargantuan SixTower. Because of a massive market crash the tower is
never finished and its Promethean construction remain abandoned in the
center of Amsterdam: too big to demolish and too big to finish.
Following the crisis, citizens and civil servants rediscover the essence of
the city in the architectural ruins of the SixTower and the Foundations thus
become an unintended monument to the idea of the city. The city is not
defined as the most efficient form of human coexistence, as urbanization
processes already successfully fulfill this ambition. Instead, the city aspires
to be the most ideal form of coexistence, fully conscious of the frictions,
imperfections and competing notions of what that ideal might be.
In the case of Amsterdam, we designate its strong pluralist tradition as its
historically defining and most ambitious raison d’être. Erfpacht, a unique
form of land-leasing that originated in Amsterdam, is put forth as the
unique instrument that allows the city to retain democratic control over
its spatial future. Our project, in contrast to disengaged, laissez-faire realestate speculation, seeks to emphasize our active and deliberate political
engagement in the construction of the city as the stage on which the
historical process of civilization is represented in concrete and architectural
terms.

erfpacht

The city ultimately didn’t stand a chance. In the first decades of the
21st century urbanization had become the paragon for global financial
speculation. Despite many warnings and a widespread awareness of the
risks, Amsterdam, like many cities before it, headed for the abyss with its
eyes wide open.
Amsterdam had experienced an overheated real-estate market before
during its Second Golden Age, at the end of the 19th century. Fueled
by a faltering agriculture sector and industrialization, the city was flooded
with farmers seeking employment. At that moment in history the city
became the battleground where the moral foundations of the era would
be determined; back then equity and solidarity characterized the political
zeitgeist. To uphold this ideal a tool was developed that would guarantee
the city’s political ownership of its land. It was called erfpacht. Erfpacht - a
land-leasing systems - allowed the city to redistribute value from property
appreciation, retain a strategic legal position in the planning of the city
and provide affordable housing. Possibly unintentionally, it also kept out
international capital. Erfpacht simply made the real-estate market less
profitable and too complex for speculation.
This time, in the first half of the 21st century, it was different.
Amsterdam’s Third Golden Age attracted a whole new type of people:
International, young, highly educated and, most importantly, fully
convinced of the meritocratic legitimacy of their wealth and position.
Times had changed; the zeitgeist was now characterized by self-reliance
and entrepreneurialism. As most were unfamiliar with the premises of
erfpacht, it was predominantly perceived as a financial nuisance and
possibly unfair to hard-working citizens. Hadn’t real estate values increased
because of their merit? It ultimately took only two municipal election
cycles before a majority was obtained and in 2026 erfpacht was definitively
and dishonorably discharged to the annals of history.

babel

The frenzy that followed was first welcomed as a belated potlatch.
The citizens were finally reaping the benefits of their city’s popularity.
Amsterdam’s popularity, they were assured, was largely a result of
their brilliance and entrepreneurial vigor. Then followed what today is
remembered as the great transformation. Without erfpacht, Amsterdam’s
international renown was finally matched with an influx of foreign
investment in its real estate. Money from all over the world poured
into Amsterdam, and the city saw a building frenzy it had never dared
to imagine. The Canal Belt obviously remained in its pristine state, its
historical surplus serving as the pretext for deregulation everywhere else.
The city’s long denied skyline would relentlessly celebrate the audacity and
self-made success of its new citizenry in an oxymoronic symbiosis with the
belfry-dotted small-townishness of the historical city center.
An embattled site at the center of the city would ultimately epitomize
the city’s new paradigm. The Six Tower would be the pinnacle of
Amsterdam’s new skyline: an icon that would establish Amsterdam in the
pantheon of architectural iconography. Its 36,000 square meter footprint
would be only slightly larger than that of the Palace of the Parliament
in Bucharest, but it would be much higher. The building’s astronomical
cost required an international collaboration that used innovative financial
machinations and all the connections the new cosmopolitan community
of Amsterdam could muster. Construction had already started in 2032,
four years before the crash. This time, however, the investments were
not constrained by traditional national regulatory systems. Instead the
investments were distributed globally in unregulated digital financial
products: a Pandora’s box of block-chained complexity. There were no
bailouts and no rescue packages. The investors behind the SixTower
disappeared into thin air, leaving the massive foundations of its
Promethean construction abandoned.

space of appearance

Having pawned off all its land, the municipality was forced to watch the
collapse from the sidelines. Because the SixTower was too big to finish,
its foundations too massive to demolish, and its previous owners nowhere
to be found, the city was now forced to re-appropriate the cyclopean
substructure. Inadvertently, the gaping hole in the middle of the city
provided the perfect existential void: What had happened? What was
the meaning of these remains of a golden age that came as quickly as it
disintegrated? What had the transformation displaced, and to what end?
Without erfpacht, the political role in city planning had slowly eroded.
Amsterdam’s strong tradition of city planning had become a parody. Could
the city reinvent itself within its new eccentric property?
As the city debated the re-purposing of the foundations, people who had
long ago been displaced by the centrifugal forces of urbanization started
flocking to the site. Although the city’s growth had allowed the periphery to
functionally overcome the concentric tyranny of the Canal Belt, the site’s
centrality and accessibility provided what the generic megalopolis couldn’t:
representation. It quickly became clear that the diaspora of Amsterdam
was not simply socio-economically exiled, but craving something much
more profound. Apparently, Amsterdam’s history had created a quasimythical reputation for being a pluralist safe haven: a place where the
protection of minorities was institutionalized and unpopular perspectives
could be safely advanced. It appeared that the memory of the unique
quality that had attracted protagonists such as Baruch de Spinoza, John
Locke and René Descartes had remained alive. It was ultimately the
representative capacity of the core that drew people from all over to stage
“moments of appearance” around shared affinities, identities, and many
other unexpected topics of common concern. The visible expression
of these common concerns, in all their diversity, had ultimately been
the biggest casualty of the process of urbanization, and what was now
rediscovered in the foundations of the SixTower.

states of exception

When certain groups started establishing permanent structures and
even housing, the city stepped in. Recalling how anarchist squatters and
houseboat dwellers had within a generation joined the ranks of property
speculators, the city knew that housing could not be tolerated. As if struck
by an epiphany, Amsterdam reinvented the tool that had once given them
control over the city: erfpacht. Albeit enormous, the foundations had only
a limited numbers of rooms that could be effectively claimed by groups.
In an attempt to safeguard the diversity and richness of the unexpected
popularity, the city employed all the legal opportunities erfpacht afforded
and started granting various groups leases with very specific spatial and
temporal limits. The rules were simple: groups were allowed to occupy
the circumscribed spaces in the foundations. Inside, the groups were
permitted larger freedom of expression and could negotiate specific
exceptions to laws that they found inhibiting for their collective identity.
As such the rooms provided states of exception that allowed unique types
of communality, which the demanding efficiency of urbanization had
insidiously culled from its domain.

citizens

The foundations were only accessible via the North-South subway system.
While each group enjoyed relative autonomy inside its leased rooms, the
narrow hallways of the foundations obliged the groups to rub shoulders
during their daily movements. The atmosphere was more tense than
festive: not a lulling peace, but a demanding truce that required all to
cultivate restraint and respect in spite of their incommensurably different
views. Because the leases were time-limited, groups were also constantly
revolving. This rotating system gave a sense of relative permanence: While
the foundations were there to stay, each group had a limited amount
of time to make their mark. An unexpected result came when groups,
who in theory had nothing in common, started pragmatically forming
coalitions that gave them a longer foothold in the foundations. As a result,
the inhabitants of the foundations developed a paradoxical quality that
allowed them to at once develop their absolute ideals uninhibitedly, while
realizing that others did so with equal determination.
For most outsiders the atmosphere in the foundations was too intimidating
for comfort. To still their curiosity they would walk the ramparts of the
foundations and peak down the steep walls into the exposed corridors.
There they would watch the groups in their daily processions and
interactions and marvel how the whole spectacle appeared so out of sync
with the urban condition at ground level, and yet feel so human; maybe all
too human.

post-script
Walking along the Ulitsa Volkhonka, on the banks of the Moskva river,
nothing would inform the contemporary passerby that this was the site
of one of the most controversial and fraught architectural projects of
the 20th century. Here, the most elaborate attempt to unite ideology
and architecture had taken place. The whole modernist community,
including Corbusier, Gideon and Gropius, courted Stalin to develop the
most audacious representation of the ideal revolutionary socialist society:
the Palace of the Soviets. Ultimately, Boris Iofan won with a gargantuan
classicist tower that culminated in an enormous statue of Lenin. The
tower represented one absolute and singular interpretation of the socialist
project: a monist monument to an ideology that allowed its viewer as
much freedom of interpretation as Stalin allowed political dissent. Before
construction of the tower started, the Cathedral of Christ the Savior was
demolished. Then, after a decade of construction, the project was aborted.
Its foundations remained and were long guarded in idleness before being
transformed into a public swimming pool and then, again, falling into
disrepair. In a remarkable historical U-turn an exact copy of the church
was rebuilt on the same site in 1997.
How much difference of interpretation was permitted in the plans for the
SixTower and the hyper-capitalist city it was part of ? Was the unrestricted
pursuit of more wealth ultimately more liberating than the dictatorship of
the proletariat? If the Palace of the Soviets tells the tragedy of the socialist
experiment and the contemporary resurgence of religion in politics, the
unintentional monument of the SixTower raises the question whether
contemporary urbanization processes are still deliberately in service of our
collective aspirations and ideals. The narrative provides a cautionary tale,
a dystopian utopia, that emphasizes the importance of our self-conscious
engagement in the construction of the city as a collective work.
Looking back at the formative role Amsterdam played in globalization’s
beginnings and forward to its continued engagement with the world at
large, our project seeks to position pluralism at the center of Amsterdam’s
collective urban memory and prospects. In the remnants of the SixTower
we seek to reveal a pluralist monumentality that through its gargantuan
size could be simultaneously uniform and diverse. A monumentality that
requires none of the iconic frivolities that tragically represent our collective
commitment to zero-sum competition. A monumentality that cannot
be captured in one image or action, but that requires our continuous
participation and renegotiation of conflicting and evolving ideals.
Architecture wherein we can agree to disagree.

refugees
After a century of being the global example of democracy, the United
States’ two-party system appeared incapable of resolving the nuanced
diversity that had become an inescapable aspect of the 21st century. Its
gun-toting citizenry was so resolutely against change that ultimately the
2nd Civil War was inevitable. Fleeing the random violence at home, a
group of political exiles from New York re-established themselves in the
city to whom their now beleaguered hometown owed so much cultural
heritage: Amsterdam. In order to reorganize and theorize about the future
of the United States they established a sanctuary in the foundations.
Aspiring to return within 15 years with a new future-proof constitution,
the Americans negotiated a lease that included special exceptions to asylum
law, with a constant need to defend the diplomatic status of their group.

daredevils
The city, in order to facilitate exchange, trade, safety and stability, had over
the decades become a machine of clockwork efficiency. Traffic jams and
lethal accidents had all but disappeared from the public realm. While, for
most, this was an ideal outcome, a group of adrenaline-addicted daredevils
had been structurally exiled from the urban environment. For decades
they had championed derelict factories, mining sites and other wastelands.
While these sublime environments answered many of their cravings for risk
and bravado, one element was structurally missing: an audience.
The austere foundations, with their sudden precipices and high visibility,
was the ideal location for daredevils to exhibit their stunts to a public that
was actually very curious to see these anachronistic flirtations with physical
risk. In the foundations, without compromising public safety, the daredevils
exercised their rights to peaceful resistance by diving into the 30m deep
wells and other spectacular antics.

religion
Secularism had given many people the freedom to pursue their spiritual
affinities on their own terms. One of the first groups that started occupying
the foundations were displaced and exiled people who, in a very practical
attempt to reestablish social networks, started organizing along religious
traditions. The predominantly secular population of Amsterdam initially
felt threatened by these religious gatherings. Later fear turned into
curiosity, and then into nostalgia. While the secularists didn’t so much
lament losing their religion, it was more the matter of factness with which
the religious groups gathered that gave observers a certain nostalgia for a
public life their parents so fondly spoke of.
Because the city only gave out a few temporary leases to religious groups,
a merging process started taking place. By agreeing to the condition that
groups would take turns a paying for a ground lease for the space,groups
that adhered to radically different religious beliefs cooperated in creating
a practical rotation system that gave them all a more permanent footing
in the foundations. While not always without conflict, the groups secretly
enjoyed each others’ company in spiritual commitment.

anti-pluralists
The ultimate test for the foundations came from the group that
paradoxically organized around the rejection of the pluralist premise
of the foundations. In a tribute to the famous Amsterdam philosopher
Spinoza, they believed in one absolute, irreducible and rational truth.
Although conscious that this perfection was ungraspable by humans,
settling and monumentalizing the alternative was in their opinion
unambitious and even dangerously relativistic.
They nonetheless negotiated an erfpacht lease in the foundations. After a
lot of debate the city saw no harm in allowing their presence, comfortable
with the idea that they’d never find the answer to their questions, and
observing that their dedication to one truth was ultimately not much
different than the others. The anti-pluralists, on the other hand, saw the
foundations as the perfect place to gather and debate new strategies to
discover singular truths in the arts, sciences, morality and more. Their
inquiries were diverse, but they all believed that there was ultimately a
single equation for everything. They designed their space as a monumental
globe with an ungraspable center that represented their singular truth,
which although ungraspable, they would always keep seeking.

baby-boomers
The baby-boomers, as a demographic force to be reckoned with, were
at the roots of several crucial transformations. As a generation they had
ridden the post-war prosperity wave and accumulated more wealth than
any generation before them. On the other hand, the demographic bubble
they represented destabilized the healthcare system, causing a generational
rift between those in need of care and those who were footing the bill.
The elderly increasingly felt ostracized and marginalized as their numbers
dwindled and their participation in society seemed structurally thwarted by
the aggrieved taxpayers.
A small group of extremely wealthy baby boomers, who because of
advances in healthcare could remain quite active and healthy up to
very old ages, felt it their duty to offer guidance and support to the new
generation, which they felt had lost the notion of community. In their
wheelchair-friendly ziggurat, nonagenarians, centenarians, and older,
despite being structurally neglected, congregated to steward the next
generation to embrace a more intergenerational public sphere.

cyborgs
The virtual realm was long suspected of causing the death of “real”
physical public space. While a large part of society seemed perpetually
glued to their illuminated screens and couldn’t wait to be fully immersed in
a virtual realm that could eliminate all the inconveniences of the physical
world, a group of more forgiving technological enthusiasts saw more
potential in hybridization.
While fully capable of congregating in cyberspace, the group was
adamant about sharing physical space. To outsiders their meetings seemed
awkwardly paradoxical, but for them the combining of the virtual and the
physical embodied a new reality, that vastly exceeded the possibilities of
either alternative.

SUBWAY
The Foundations were only accesible by subway via the North-South line.
The station connected nothing else. Each day the various groups had to
share the only connection to their respective sancturies. While some groups
had common ground, alliances of convenience or open hostility to each
other, they were all forced to travel together. While this sometimes caused
- perhaps unnecessary - friction, it also cultivated tolerance. Tolerance
not as an esoteric theoretic ideal, but as a pragmatic way of establishing
reciprocical breathing space. A human quality not learned from books but
only obtained through hands-on experience. Wasn’t that ultimately the
city’s most basic function: a training ground for civility.

Rademacher de Vries is an architecture firm that focuses on the urban
environment. Through theoretical research, applied practice and teaching
we are engaged in strategic area development, public space design,
infrastructure and architecture. Through this multi-faceted approach
we seek to produce relevant insights that are rooted in a self-conscious
understanding of our field; its prospects and its past.
Our design methodology is characterized by a disciplinary application
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type and scale of intervention through an investigative and research
driven process. Our work therefore covers a broad spectrum from regional
strategies to designed objects.
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